YOUR LIBRARY’S ONLINE RESOURCES . . .

are available from any computer—all you need is an internet connection and a local public library card, New York driver license or a DMV non-driver ID. A wide variety of sources—books, articles, photos, maps, web links, and more—are available to you with NO FEES 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

facebook.com/NOVELny
www.novelnewyork.org

Federal funding has paid for the development of NOVELny—but much more is needed. With additional funds, NOVELny can provide children’s encyclopedias, more materials for high schoolers and learners of all ages, and valuable information that makes us all wiser consumers and more knowledgeable citizens. Let your elected state representative know that you believe NOVELny is an important educational tool that deserves increased state support.

Provided by the New York State Library, NOVELny connects New Yorkers to 21st century information. NOVELny is supported with temporary federal Library Services and Technology Act funds from the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS). The New York Library Initiative (www.nysl.nysed.gov/fundingproposals/) proposes permanent state funding for NOVELny.
**TOP TEN REASONS FOR PARENTS TO ENCOURAGE THEIR CHILD TO USE NOVELNY**

1. **NOVELny promotes better grades** by giving students of all ages the best, most up-to-date information to use for school assignments.

2. **NOVELny expands and enriches** the collections of both school and public libraries.

3. **NOVELny includes reliable information** from highly reputable reference books, magazines and newspapers not readily available through search engines.

4. **NOVELny helps students learn** how to locate, evaluate, and manage the overwhelming volume of information available—a necessary skill for succeeding in their 21st century jobs and careers.

5. **NOVELny charges no fee** for putting the world at your child’s fingertips.

6. **NOVELny ensures “safe surfing”** for your child.

7. **NOVELny prevents unsolicited advertising** from interfering with searches.

8. **NOVELny belongs to you**—a positive example of your tax dollars at work.

9. **NOVELny is available 24/7**—an important feature for working parents who cannot always get their child to a library during regular hours.

10. **NOVELny gives students the academic edge.**

---

**What is NOVELNY?**

NOVELNY is an online library of literally hundreds of magazines, newspapers, maps, charts, research and reference books that are available to every New Yorker.

Your child can use NOVELNY to get the information needed to complete school assignments and to locate magazine and newspaper articles for research projects.

Librarians and information professionals have selected the materials included in NOVELNY because they are reliable, up-to-date and appropriate for student use.

Be sure to visit www.novelnewyork.org to learn more about this library available from any computer with an internet connection.

---

**www.novelnewyork.org**
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